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Intro

� One of the most powerful features of SQL is 
nested queries. 

� A nested query is a query that has another 
query embedded within it; the embedded query 

� A nested query is a query that has another 
query embedded within it; the embedded query 
is called a subquery.

� When writing a query, we sometimes need to 
express a condition that refers to a table that 
must itself be computed. 



Intro

� The query used to compute this subsidiary 

table is a subquery and appears as part of the 

main query. main query. 

� A subquery typically appears within the 

WHERE clause of a query. 

� Subqueries can sometimes appear in the 

FROM clause or the HAVING clause



Example Instances

R1
S1

S2



Nested Queries

� Find names of sailors who’ve reserved boat 

#103:

� SELECT S.sname� SELECT S.sname

� FROM Sailors S

� WHERE S.sid IN (SELECT R.sid

� FROM Reserves R

� WHERE R.bid=103)



Nested Queries

� A very powerful feature of SQL: a WHERE clause 
can itself contain an SQL query! (Actually, so can 
FROM and HAVING clauses.)

� To find sailors who’ve not reserved #103, use NOT 
IN.

� To find sailors who’ve not reserved #103, use NOT 
IN.

� To understand semantics of nested queries, think of a 
nested loops evaluation: For each Sailors tuple, check 
the qualification by computing the subquery.

� SELECT S.sname

� FROM Sailors S



Nested Queries with Correlation

� Find names of sailors who’ve reserved boat 

#103:

� SELECT S.sname� SELECT S.sname

� FROM Sailors S

� WHERE EXISTS (SELECT *

� FROM Reserves R

� WHERE R.bid=103 AND S.sid=R.sid)



Nested Queries with Correlation

� EXISTS is another set comparison operator, 

like IN.

� Illustrates why, in general, subquery must be � Illustrates why, in general, subquery must be 

recomputed for each Sailors tuple.



More on Set-Comparison 

Operators

� We’ve already seen IN, EXISTS and UNIQUE. Can 
also use NOT IN, NOT EXISTS and NOT UNIQUE.

� Also available: op ANY, op ALL, op IN

� Find sailors whose rating is greater than that of some � Find sailors whose rating is greater than that of some 
sailor called Horatio: > < = , , ,≥,≤,≠

� SELECT *

� FROM Sailors S

� WHERE S.rating > ANY (SELECT S2.rating

� FROM Sailors S2

� WHERE S2.sname=‘Horatio’)



Rewriting INTERSECT Queries 

Using IN

� Find sid’s of sailors who’ve reserved both a red and a 
green boat:

� SELECT S.sid

� FROM Sailors S, Boats B, Reserves R� FROM Sailors S, Boats B, Reserves R

� WHERE S.sid=R.sid AND R.bid=B.bid AND 
B.color=‘red’

� AND S.sid IN (SELECT S2.sid

� FROM Sailors S2, Boats B2, Reserves R2

� WHERE S2.sid=R2.sid AND R2.bid=B2.bid

� AND B2.color=‘green’)



Rewriting INTERSECT Queries 

Using IN

� Similarly, EXCEPT queries re-written using 

NOT IN.

� To find names (not sid’s) of Sailors who’ve � To find names (not sid’s) of Sailors who’ve 

reserved both red and green boats, just replace 

S.sid by S.sname in SELECT clause. (What 

about INTERSECT query?)



Aggregate Operators

� Significant extension of relational algebra.



Aggregate Operators



Find name and age of the oldest 

sailor(s)

� The first query is illegal! (We’ll look into the 

reason a bit later, when we discuss GROUP 

BY.)BY.)

� The third query is equivalent to the second 

query, and is allowed in the SQL/92 standard, 

but is not supported in some systems.



Find name and age of the oldest 

sailor(s)

� SELECT S.sname, MAX (S.age)

� FROM Sailors S

� SELECT S.sname, S.age

� FROM Sailors S

� WHERE S.age =� WHERE S.age =

� (SELECT MAX (S2.age)

� FROM Sailors S2)

� SELECT S.sname, S.age

� FROM Sailors S

� WHERE (SELECT MAX (S2.age)

� FROM Sailors S2)

� = S.age



GROUP BY and HAVING

� So far, we’ve applied aggregate operators to all (qualifying) tuples. 
Sometimes, we want to apply them to each of several groups of tuples.

� Consider: Find the age of the youngest sailor for each rating level.

� In general, we don’t know how many rating levels exist, and what the rating 
values for these levels are!

� Suppose we know that rating values go from 1 to 10; we can write 10 � Suppose we know that rating values go from 1 to 10; we can write 10 
queries that look like this (!):

� SELECT MIN (S.age)

� FROM Sailors S

� WHERE S.rating = i

� For i = 1, 2, ... , 10:



Queries With GROUP BY and 

HAVING



Queries With GROUP BY and 

HAVING

� The target-list contains (i) attribute names (ii) terms 

with aggregate operations (e.g., MIN (S.age)).

� The attribute list (i) must be a subset of grouping-list. 

Intuitively, each answer tuple corresponds to a group, Intuitively, each answer tuple corresponds to a group, 

and these attributes must have a single value per 

group. (A group is a set of tuples that have the same 

value for all attributes in grouping-list.)



Conceptual Evaluation

� K The cross-product of relation-list is computed, tuples

� that fail qualification are discarded, `unnecessary’ fields

� are deleted, and the remaining tuples are partitioned

� into groups by the value of attributes in grouping-list.

� K The group-qualification is then applied to eliminate

� some groups. Expressions in group-qualification must

� have a single value per group!

� K In effect, an attribute in group-qualification that is not an

� argument of an aggregate op also appears in grouping-list.

� (SQL does not exploit primary key semantics here!)

� K One answer tuple is generated per qualifying group.



Queries With GROUP BY and 

HAVING

� Find the age of the youngest sailor with age 

18, for each rating with at least 2 such sailors



Queries With GROUP BY and 

HAVING

� Only S.rating and S.age are mentioned in the 

SELECT, GROUP BY or HAVING clauses; 

other attributes `unnecessary’.other attributes `unnecessary’.

� 2nd column of result is unnamed. (Use AS to 

name it.)



Queries With GROUP BY and 

HAVING



Summary

� Queries that have (sub-)queries are called nested queries. 

� Nested queries allow us to express conditions that refer to tuples that are 
results of a query themselves.

� Nested queries are often correlated, i.e., the subquery contains variables 
that are bound to values in the outer (main) query. 

� In the WHERE clause of an SQL query, complex expressions using nested � In the WHERE clause of an SQL query, complex expressions using nested 
queries can be formed using IN, EXISTS, UNIQUE, ANY, and ALL. 
Using nested queries, we can express division in SQL. 

� SQL supports the aggregate operators COUNT, SUM, AVERAGE, MAX, 
and MIN. 

� Grouping in SQL extends the basic query form by the GROUP BY and 
HAVING clauses. 



Task
1. The following relations keep track of airline flight information:

� Flights(flno: integer, from: string, to: string, distance: integer,

� departs: time, arrives: time, price: integer)

� Aircraft(aid: integer, aname: string, cruisingrange: integer)

� Certied(eid: integer, aid: integer)

� Employees(eid: integer, ename: string, salary: integer)

� Note that the Employees relation describes pilots and other kinds of employees as well; every

� pilot is certied for some aircraft, and only pilots are certied to fly. Write each of the

� following queries in SQL. (Additional queries using the same schema are listed in the � following queries in SQL. (Additional queries using the same schema are listed in the 
exercises

� for Chapter 4.)

� 1. For all aircraft with cruisingrange over 1,000 miles, nd the name of the aircraft and the

� average salary of all pilots certied for this aircraft.

� 2. Find the names of pilots certied for some Boeing aircraft.

� 3. Find the aids of all aircraft that can be used on routes from Los Angeles to Chicago.

� 4. Identify the flights that can be piloted by every pilot who makes more than $100,000.

� (Hint: The pilot must be certied for at least one plane with a suciently large cruising

� range.)

� 5. Print the enames of pilots who can operate planes with cruisingrange greater than 3,000

� miles, but are not certied on any Boeing aircraft.
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